The Rancho Ventura Conservation Trust

Wildlife corridor connects to Los Padres National Forest
BY LISA CAREY
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Rancho Ventura

ancho Ventura Conservation Trust is
organized as a public benefit not-forprofit corporation 501(3)c dedicated
to permanently conserving and enhancing
of the Ventura Foothills above the City
of Ventura.
Development pressure in the Ventura
Foothills is intense due to critical housing
shortages in the area. The current 860
acres of Trust land, 752 acres of land under
purchase agreement, and neighboring
properties are some of the last remaining
undeveloped, coastal view land of its
continuing
size in coastal Ventura County for open
space, critical habitat, endangered species
protection and rangeland preservation.
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nature is a primary goal of Rancho Ventura.
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in common was anticipation and excitement
about the ranch they came to visit.
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Rancho Ventura is committed to continuing best land management practices so that
the carrying capacity of the land’s wildlife
will remain prolific. Holistically managed
land supports essential wildlife populations.
Muddy seeps are identified as places to create
a watering spot. Springs are developed into
cattle troughs providing a fresh source of
water. The cattle are rotated through sixteen
pastures for a few months of the year. The
wildlife has access to clean water year-round
which provides a tremendous benefit in
their ability to thrive. Holistic management
through sound stewardship increases the
number of game animals present on the
conservation trust. That way the Apex
predators have plenty of their natural
prey and leave the domestic animals alone.
Permanent preservation of the Ventura
hillsides is a first crucial step towards
providing a theatre to protect habitat. The
goals of the Rancho Ventura are to improve
the overall ecological habitat value in the
Ventura hillsides, improve wildlife carrying
capacity, native plant diversity, control
or eradicate invasive plants, protect oak
woodlands and riparian corridors.
As a refuge for visitors, threatened
and endangered plant and animal species,
Rancho Ventura is a haven where nature
and nurture unite as home.

Did you know?
Baby mountain lions are called
“cubs” or “kittens.” Young mountain
lions have spots, but adults do not.

The mission of the Rancho Ventura Conservation Land Trust is to protect the natural diversity,
scenic open space and agricultural vitality of our Ventura County ranch and coastal areas.

Join us in conserving these hillsides forever.
Go to venturaconservation.com or call 805-644-6851
www.facebook.com/RanchoVenturaConservationTrust

Mountain lions can leap as far as high
as 15 feet and as far as 40 feet.
There are an estimated 30,000
mountain lions in the western U.S.

